
Luke Mitchell: Channel 5
PULLS documentary online
over legal blunder with
name shown on suspect list
Katy Pagan 28 Feb 2021,

CHANNEL 5 has been forced to pull the second
episode of its Luke Mitchell documentary after a name
was wrongly shown on the suspect list.

The real-life crime show - Murder in a Small Town - raised
serious questions about the convicted killer's guilt when it
aired this week.
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Luke Mitchell was jailed in 2005 for girlfriend Jodi Jones' murder, but has always

pleaded innocenceCredit: PA:Press Association

Mitchell is serving 20 years for killing his girlfriend Jodi
Jones, who was found stripped, stabbed and almost
decapitated near her home in Easthouses, Midlothian, in
2003.

Around 1.5 million viewers tuned in to watch the first
episode about the case on Wednesday with the second
instalment airing on Thursday.

In it, two ex-detectives - John Sallens and Michael Neil -
insist there was no real evidence to convict Mitchell and
pointed at more likely suspects who, they claim, police
ignored.

More than 5,000 sign Luke Mitchell petition
demanding independent inquiry into Jodi
Jones murder conviction

The pair say their main "person of interest" featured at the
time of the police inquiry but "it didn't seem to go any
further and his name never came out".

Michael then told viewers: "For various reasons like I've
said, we can't name this individual right now."

But Channel 5 bosses have been forced to remove the

https://www.thescottishsun.co.uk/news/6692694/luke-mitchell-jodi-jones-murder-documentary-easthouses/
https://www.thescottishsun.co.uk/news/scottish-news/6731325/luke-mitchell-jodi-jones-murder-lie-detector-polygraph-test-innocent/
https://www.thescottishsun.co.uk/news/6738216/murder-in-a-small-town-jodi-jones-suspect-documentary/
https://www.thescottishsun.co.uk/news/scottish-news/6742426/petition-independent-inquiry-luke-mitchell/


second episode from their online player over a blunder
showing the person's name on screen which should have
been omitted for "legal reasons".
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Ex-detectives probing the case alluded to a 'person of interest' who couldn't be

named for legal reasonsCredit: Channel 5

Channel 5 said they would not be providing a statement
when approached by the Scottish Sun.

The episode is set to air again on Sunday at 11.05pm and
is expected to exclude the blunder.

We told earlier how a witness in the murder trial has asked
for legal advice over fears the Channel 5 documentary
points the finger at him.

https://www.thescottishsun.co.uk/news/scottish-news/6743641/luke-mitchell-jodi-jones-witness-suspect-fears-channel-5/
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Jodi's body was discovered in woodland near her Midlothian homeCredit:

Handout

The man, now 34, previously admitted being close to
where the body of murdered 14-year-old Jodi Jones was
found in 2003.



He fears the spotlight would fall onto him following the
two-part show.

It was not his name shown in error on the suspect list.

It comes as James English has vowed to "blow the lid off"
the Luke Mitchell case in a fourth installment of his
podcast.

The Scots podcaster teased the news of the new episode
for his Anything Goes series this morning.

Meanwhile, Dr Sandra Lean, a criminologist who appeared
in the show and is fighting to clear Mitchell of Jodi's
murder, launched a petition demanding an independent
inquiry into his conviction.
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Both Mitchell and his mum Corinne have continued
to protest his innocence.

And almost 9,000 people have already shown their
support by signing the online campaign.

But Jodi’s mum Judy Jones has appeared to dismiss the
programme’s claims of Mitchell's innocence.

Written over a picture of sunflowers, she posted a quote -
also shared by Jodi’s sister Janine - reading: “Truth will
always be truth, regardless of lack of understanding,
belief or ignorance.”

Mum of Jodie Jones' killer Luke Mitchell claims lawyer
'forced him to stay silent at trial'
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